Abstract. The Hat Game (Ebert's Hat Problem) got much attention in the beginning of this century; not in the last place by its connections to coding theory and computer science. There were publications in The New York Times, Die Zeit and abcNews. Exact solutions with two colors are only known in the symmetric case (equal probabilities for the two colors) when = 2 − 1 (using Hamming codes), = 2 (extended Hamming codes) and up to = 9 (using bounds on covering codes of radius 1), where is the number of players. How the probabilities and strategies behave when the two colors are not equally likely (asymmetric case), is an open problem. Where the symmetric case is hard, both mathematically and from the point of view of computational complexity, we may expect the asymmetric case to be harder and perhaps beyond the capabilities of contemporary mathematics and computer science. However there is a surprising answer to this open problem: elementary mathematics in combination with adequate computer programs suffices to do the job and the new approach gives also new insights in the classical symmetric case. Where the standard theory in the symmetric case works with Hamming codes and covering sets of radius 1, the new approach deals with adequate sets of radius N-1. Our main results in this paper are (both symmetric and asymmetric case):
0: Introduction
Hat puzzles were formulated at least since Martin Gardner's 1961 article [8] . They have got an impulse by Todd Ebert in his Ph.D. thesis in 1998 [6] . Buhler [2] stated: "It is remarkable that a purely recreational problem comes so close to the research frontier". Also articles in The New York Times [17] , Die Zeit [1] and abcNews [16] about this subject got broad attention. To give an impression, we start with a selection of the article in The New York Times by Sara Robinson:
The hat problem goes like this: Three players enter a room and a red or blue hat is placed on each person's head. The color of each hat is determined by a coin toss, with the outcome of one coin toss having no effect on the others. Each person can see the other players' hats but not his own. No communication of any sort is allowed, except for an initial strategy session before the game begins. Once they have had a chance to look at the other hats, the players must simultaneously guess the color of their own hats or pass. The group shares a hypothetical $3 million prize if at least one player guesses correctly and no players guess incorrectly. The same game can be played with any number of players. The general problem is to find a strategy for the group that maximizes its chances of winning the prize. One obvious strategy for the players, for instance, would be for one player to always guess ''red'' while the other players pass. This would give the group a 50 percent chance of winning the prize. Can the group do better? The reason this problem is so captivating, mathematicians say, is that it is not just a recreational puzzle to be solved and put away. Rather, it has deep and unexpected connections to coding theory, an active area of mathematical research with broad applications in telecommunications and computer science. In their attempts to devise a complete solution to the problem, researchers are proving new theorems in coding theory that may have applications well beyond mathematical puzzles. This paper studies Ebert's hat problem (symmetric and asymmetric): distinguishable players are randomly fitted with a white or black hat, where the probabilities of getting a white or black hat ( respectively ; + = 1 ) may be different, but known and the same to all the players. All players guess simultaneously the color of their own hat observing only the hat colors of the other − 1 players. It is also allowed for each player to pass: no color is guessed. The team wins if at least one player guesses his or her hat color correctly and none of the players has an incorrect guess. Our goal is to maximize the probability of winning the game and to describe winning strategies. The symmetric hat problem ( = = 0.5) with = 2 − 1 players is solved in [7] , using Hamming codes, and with = 2 players in [5] using extended Hamming codes. Guo et al. [9] discuss the three person hat problem where the 8 possible color-configurations have different probabilities: , … , . They have written a computer program to make a complete list of all 531441 strategies along with their sets of winning configurations. An examination of this list yields 12 maximal strategies. One simply calculates the probability of winning under each of these 12 strategies and pick the one with maximum probability. Burke et al. [3] try to solve the symmetric hat problem with =3,4,5,7 players using genetic programming. Their conclusion: The -prisoners puzzle (alternative names: Hat Problem, Hat Game) gives evolutionary computation and genetic programming a new challenge to overcome. Lenstra and Seroussi [15] show that in case of two hat colors, and for any value of , playing strategies are equivalent to binary covering codes of radius one. Combining the result of Lenstra If the hat colors are not equally likely, how will the optimal strategy be affected? We will answer this question and our method gives also interesting results in the symmetric case.
1
Adequate sets.
1.1
Introduction to adequate sets. In this section we start with the 3-person game. In the next section we analyze adequate sets in the general case ( >1). Hats are white with probability and black with probability ( + =1). Players are labelled 1,2 and 3. White hats gets the label 0 and black hats label 1. In case of 3 players we have 8 different possibilities:  =3  decimal  Binary code  Scode  probability  0  000  000  1  001  110  2  010  201  3  011  311  4  100  022  5  101  132  6  110  223  7 111 333
The Scode represents what the three different players see; for example: white-black-white for players 1-2-3 gives binary code 010, and the first player sees 10, the second 00 and the third 01: in decimal form: 201. The column with probability is related to the binary column.
Each player has to make a choice out of three possibilities: 0='pass', 1='guess white' and -1='guess black'. We define a decision matrix = , where =1,2,3 (players); =0,1,2,3 (Scode of a player);
, {−1,0,1}. The meaning of , is: player sees Scode and takes decision , (guess black, pass or guess white). We observe the total probability (sum), given a decision matrix D: sum=0 CASE 000 (three white hats) (Scode: Any choice of the , in the decision matrix determines which CASES have a positive contribution to sum (GOOD CASE) and which CASES don't contribute positive to sum (BAD CASE). We remark that each , > −1 has a 'counterpart' , < 1 and vice versa. For example: > −1 has counterpart < 1 : player 3, Scode 2 and CASES 100 and 101. We can find the counterpart by flipping the relevant player bit in CASE (in this example player 3: third bit; 100 becomes 101). When an element , and his counterpart are both in a GOOD CASE then we have: , = 0 . We notice that any GOOD CASE has at least one , that is not equal to 0. The counterpart of this specific , must then be in at least one of the BAD CASES (for if the counterpart is also in a GOOD CASE we have : , = 0 ). We are now ready to define an adequate set: Let S be the set of all Scodes, (in this example: S={(000, 110, 201, 311, 022, 132, 223, 333}), A consists of all BAD CASES (depends on decision matrix D). We demand: each element in − (GOOD CASES) must have at least one , with counterpart in A. We call a set A with this property an adequate set.
So we have:
∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∃ ∈{ , , } ∶ = Or, equivalent: ∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∃ ∈{ , , } ∶ =
We still need to find the minimum probability of all possible configurations of A. (Whether we have to do with GOOD or BAD CASES depends on the choice of the , in the decision matrix; we are looking for optimal decision matrices and the adequate set is a first but significant step).
We just showed that in S (the set of Scodes) any adequate set has binary covering code of radius 2.
We use the notation in case of the set of all adequate sets. In section 3 we prove that if =3 then we have ={{0,7}, {1,6}, {2,5},{3,4}}, where we use decimal representations instead of binary ones. We also prove in section 3 that when =0.5 then all four elements of are optimal. If ≠ 0.5 then the last three elements are optimal. We construct four decision matrices when =3: {0,7} ∈ Binary code: 000 , 111 Bits of binary code determines the value in the decision matrix: If bit=0(=white) in binary code (adequate set: BAD CASE) then counterpart bit=1 (=black) is in a GOOD CASE, which correspondents with guess-code -1 (=guess black); If bit=1 in binary code then counterpart bit=0 leads to guess-code 1 (=guess white); So we have: the guess-value in the decision matrix is determined by the bit-map → 2 − 1. 
Definition:
A is adequate to S if: ∀ … ∈ ∃ … ∈ ∃ ∈{ , ,… } ∶ = Such a set always exists: S is adequate to itself.
In other words: In S (the set of Scodes) the adequate set has binary covering codes of radius -1.
Each player has to make a choice out of three possibilities: 0='pass', 1='guess white' and -1='guess black'. We define a decision matrix = , where ∈ {1,2, . . , } (players); ∈ {0,1, . . , 2 − 1} (Scode of one player); , {−1,0,1}. The meaning of , is: player i sees Scode j and takes decision , (guess black, pass or guess white). We observe the total probability (sum) of our guesses: Any choice of the , in the decision matrix determines which CASES have a positive contribution to sum (we call it a GOOD CASE) and which CASES don't contribute positive to sum (we call it a BAD CASE). We focus on player ( =1,2,.., ). Each , ∈ {0,1} has a counterpart , ∈ {0, −1} and vice versa: using the flipping procedure in position : CASE … … → CASE . . .1 − . . . , we get: {0,1 − 2 } → {0,2 − 1}. This means when both CASES are present in a solution of our game, we have: , = 0 . Any GOOD CASE has at least one , that is not equal to 0. The counterpart of this specific , must then be in a BAD CASE, for otherwise we have , = 0 . Let A be the subset of S with all BAD CASES. It now follows: ∀ … ∈ ∃ … ∈ ∃ ∈{ , ,… } ∶ = and this is equivalent with our definition of adequate set. Given an adequate set, we obtain a decision matrix D by the following procedure (implemented in Appendix 2, a decision matrix generator): First set all elements of D to 0 (=pass). For each element in the adequate set:
Determine the binary representation
In section 4 we'll see when =4, we have an adequate set with 40 elements, each element has dimension 4. We use the notation nas in case of the number of elements in an adequate set ( =4: nas=40) and das for the dimension of each element of the adequate set ( =4: das=4). The definition of adequate set doesn't depend on , so nas and das are also independent of . We consider two (of 40) adequate sets when =4: {1,6,10,13} and {1,6,9,14}. First {1,6,10,13}:
bincode Scode  1  0001  1110  6  0110  6223  10  1010  2645  13 1101 5576
Scode: position (column) in matrix Bincode: value (bit-map: → 2 − 1). Decision matrix:
Next {1,6,9,14}: bincode Scode  1  0001  1110  6  0110  6223  9  1001  1554  14 1110 6667
Decision matrix:
Player and Scode determines position. In position (1,1) we have the bit-map values 1 and -1 (see shaded area in bincode and Scode). It seems there is no solution, but in the adequate set we have the codes which do not positively count to sum. Player=1, Scode=1 and bincode is both 0 and 1 just means that we may omit the two restrictions , > −1 and , < 1, so we have complete freedom. The same story in position (1, 6) . In the D matrix we then use a '*' , which means that each of the choices 0, 1 and -1 is allowed.
Two person Hat Game.
At first sight the two person Hat Game seems to be trivial, but the adequate set approach gives another picture.
2.1
Two person symmetric Hat Game An adequate set can be described by { , , . . , } where 0 ≤ < <. . < ≤ 2 − 1 and das is the dimension of the adequate set. In Appendix 1 we have a VBA-Excel program that can be used to find all adequate sets ( , and das are free to choose). This program is a brute force method on the Scode set S, where 0 ≤ < <. . < ≤ 2 − 1 . The program checks whether a choice of , , . .
gives an adequate set, using directly the definition of an adequate set. We don't know what the dimension (das) is in an adequate set, so we try: first run the program with =2, =0.5 and das=1: no adequate set is found. Next we try das=2 and we get a result (all calculations in this paper are made on a standard laptop): = {{0,1}, {0,2}, {0,3}, {1,2}, {1,3}, {2,3} }, so we have das=2 and nas=6. Each element in has probability 0.5. The last two columns represents a count of the number of zero's in the binary code of i1 and i2. They play an important role in the asymmetric case. If =0.5 then the adequate set with smallest das is also the optimal set: if das=3 we get constant sum 0.75 and if das=4 the sum is 1 in the BAD cases (adequate set), so winning probabilities are then 0.25 and 0. So we have: if =2 and =0.5 then nas=6 and each element is optimal, so also nasopt=6 (where nasopt is number of elements in optimal adequate solution) The procedure of section 1 gives the following decision matrices:
We get the same result by executing the program of Appendix 2: the matrix generator, with parameters =2, =0.5, das=2, nasopt=6 (the matrix generator shows code 3 instead of *). The procedure of section 1 gives matrices (exact the matrices of the matrix generator), but not all matrices.
If we are interested in all optimal matrices, then we start with the decision matrix .
We first consider {0,3} ∈ : bin.code=00 and 11; Scode 00 and 11. sum=0 CASE bin.code=00 (Scode: 00) If > −1 and > −1 and not ( = = 0) then sum=sum+ CASE bin.code=11 (Scode: 11) If < 1 and < 1 and not (
There is no interaction of the between these CASES, so we have 2 − 1 matrices in each CASE, resulting in a total of (2 − 1) = 9 matrices. In a similar way the set {1,2} gives also 9 matrices.
The adequate set {0,1} has interaction and therefore less matrices: Bin.code=00 and 01; Scode 00 and 10 sum=0 CASE bin.code=00 (Scode: 00) If > −1 and > −1 and not ( = = 0) then sum=sum+ CASE bin.code=01 (Scode: 10) If > −1 and < 1 and not ( = = 0) then sum=sum+ Now must be zero and we have 2 -1= 3 matrices. All together we find 4*3+2*9=30 matrices, where 13 are isomorphic: the only difference between two matrices is the change of players 1 and 2. The 17 non-isomorphic matrices are: All 30 matrices can also be obtained by executing the program in Appendix 3: the brute force method is accessible when =2.
2.2
Two person asymmetric Hat Game.
In asymmetric Hat Games (two or more persons) we choose > 0.5. This is no limitation: reverse the roles of and when < 0.5. We run the adequate set generator of Appendix 1 with parameters =2, =0.9 and das=1. There is no adequate set. Setting das=2 yields the following: i1 i2 sum count(0,bin.i1) count(0,bin.i2) 0 1 0, 9  2  1  0  2  0,9  2  1  0  3  0,82  2  0  1  2  0,18  1  1  1  3  0,1  1  0  2 3 0,1 1 0 From the definition of adequate set we have: adequate set is independent of . The column with sum can in general be given by: + , where c1= count(0,bin.i1) and c2= count(0,bin.i2):
If > then it is easy to show that + is the minimum of all sums. So we have two optimal adequate solutions: {1,3} and {2,3}.
Let Ψ( , ) be the maximum probability of correct guessing in our hat game, where: =number of players ; =probability of getting a white hat. Ψ(2, ) = 1 − ( + ) = 1 − ( + ) = 1 − = , as expected.
All optimal decision matrices are: {1,3}
{2
Three person symmetric Hat Game
We run the adequate set generator in Appendix 1 ( , and das are free to choose). We don't know the dimension of the minimal adequate set, so we try: first run the program with =3, =0.5 and das=1: no adequate set is found. Next we try das=2 and we get as result: = {{0,7}, {1,6}, {2,5}, {3,4}} , so when das=2 we have 4 elements in (nas=4), each with probability 0.25. The last two columns represents a count of the number of zero's in the binary code of i1 and i2. If =0.5 then the adequate set with minimal das is also the optimal set: the sum of probabilities in an adequate set is ( = 2,3, . . ,8). In the =3 case we find, following the procedure of section 1, exactly one decision matrix for each element of ( We get the same result by running the matrix generator of Appendix 2 with parameters =3, das=2, nas=nasopt=4. There are no more optimal matrices: see result in Appendix 4.
Three person asymmetric Hat Game
We use the adequate set generator of Appendix 1 with parameters =3, =0.9. Setting das=2 yields the following adequate sets: i1 i2 sum count(0,bin.i1) count(0,
We see three optimal sets : min sum =0.09
The construction of the adequate set is, by definition, independent of , so we get in general:
If > then: + > + , so {0,7} is not optimal. Let Ψ( , ) be the maximum probability of correct guessing in our hat game, where: =number of players ; =probability of white hat. Relevant decision matrices can be found in the =0.5 section, now with = {{1,6},{2,5},(3,4}}. We find the same result by executing the brute force program in Appendix 4 with any ≠ 0.5.
There is a point of attention: das=2 gives the first adequate solution, but what about das>2? When =0.5 there is no problem, but when >0.5 we are not sure. Running the adequate set generator of Appendix 1 with different values of das gives that das=2 is the optimal one (we are The optimal probability of our game is 1-0.25=0.75: If =0.5 then the adequate set with minimal das is the optimal set: the sum of probabilities in an adequate set is ( = 4,5, . . ,16). In the =4 case we find, following the procedure of section 1, decision matrices for each of the 40 adequate sets. We get the same result by running the matrix generator of Appendix 2. We show the first result (on the first line we see the four shaded elements of an adequate set):
We note: players 1-2-3 handle as in =3; player 4 may always pass. The extended procedure, see section 2.1 , gives additional decision matrices.
Asymmetric four person Hat Game
We run the VBA application of Appendix 1 with parameters =4, =0.9. Setting das=4 yields 40 adequate sets (see Appendix 5 for a list sorted by sum). Minimum sum is 0.09 and 24 adequate sets are optimal. By definition, the construction of an adequate set is independent of p, and the probability column just calculates the number of zero's in each element (binary) of an adequate set. When we count the number of zero's we note the following structure in Appendix 5: 01234 : count 0 probability 01210 (sum: 0.09) It is not difficult to prove that 01210 dominates all other configurations when > : the probability of 01210 is less than all the other probabilities.
Let Ψ( , ) be the maximum probability of correct guessing in our hat game.
We remark that Ψ(4, ) = Ψ(3, ).
All the 24 adequate sets with the 01210 property generates decision matrices. A matrix generator is shown in Appendix 2. We show the first result of this generator:
The extended procedure, as handled in section 2.1 , gives additional decision matrices.
The last point here is to convince ourselves that any adequate set with das>4 doesn't yield better solutions. This can be done by running the program in Appendix 1 with das=5,6,….. 16 It is not so trivial as it might seem: das=5 generates 560 adequate sets from which 80 are NEW: there is no simple extension with one element of the solution with das=4. But we look for minimal solutions and they behave apparently in an orderly way:
The behavior of the minimal solutions when =5 is not so simple as we perhaps would expect, as we shall see in the next section.
Five person Hat Game

Symmetric five person Hat Game
We run the generator in Appendix 1, first take =5, =0.5 and das=4,5 and 6: no adequate set is found. Next we try das=7 and we get as result a list of 320 adequate sets, each with probability 0.21875. We show the first 6 adequate sets: i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 sum 0 1 2 15 23 27 28 The optimal probability is 1-0.21875=0.78125=25/32: if =0.5 then the adequate set with minimal das is also the optimal set: the sum of probabilities in a adequate set is ( = 7,8, . . ,32). In the =5 case we find, following the procedure of section 1, decision matrices for each of the 320 adequate sets. This procedure is automated in Appendix 2: the matrix generator. The extended procedure, as handled in section 2.1, gives additional decision matrices.
Asymmetric five person Hat Game
We run the VBA-Excel application of Appendix 1 with parameters =5, =0.9. Setting das=7 yields 320 adequate sets (see Appendix 6 for a sorted and selected list).
The adequate set and the number of zero's in each element in an adequate set are independent of . We note the following structure in The next diagram shows the dominance relations between this 12 different classes. A class is dominant over another class if the probability of that class is less than the probability of the other class, independent of the value of .
An arrow with a S means that one or more shifts of bits to the left (of the dominated one) results to the pattern of the dominant one (shifts to the left are 'cheaper', because of > ). 
Graph of Ψ(5, ):
We remark: minimum is at (0.5,25/32) and Ψ(5, ) is not differentiable at 0.5, √2 − 1 and 2 − √2.
When =5 we have 320 adequate sets. Using the program of Appendix 1 we get: When 0.5 < < 2 − √2 : 10 optimal adequate sets, When 2 − √2 < < 1 : 30 optimal adequate sets, When = 2 − √2 : 40 optimal adequate sets (the union of the two foregoing adequate sets).
Using the matrix generator in Appendix 2, we give the first element in each of the three cases: CASE 0.5 < < 2 − √2 : CASE = 2 − √2 : we get the union of 10 optimal sets in case of 0.5 < < 2 − √2 and 30 optimal set in case of 2 − √2 < < 1 .
The last point here is to convince ourselves that any adequate set with das>7 doesn't yield better solutions. This can be done by running the program in Appendix 1 with das=8,9,….. 32. When 2 − √2 < < 1 we get regular results as found in =2,3 and 4. But when 0.5 < < 2 − √2 we start with das=7 and pattern 024001 and we get pattern 1-5-10-10-5-0 when das=31. Somewhere we have to remove . The answer to this problem can be found in the next table:
Number
The step from das=17 to das=18 is positive: 2 − = (2 − ) = ( − 4 + 2) = − 2 − √2 − 2 + √2 > 0 We also have: < 2 − < , which agrees with the fact that 2 − is in the table between the and terms.
Covering sets
Covering sets play a special role in this paper. The next discussion is about symmetric Hat Game. We started with adequate sets in S, the Scode set, where we have covering codes of radius − 1.
We have ( ) = (when =0.5). The maximum probability in our game is 1 − * , where * is the smallest das. The maximum probability in our Hat Game is also equal to 1 −
, where ( , 1) is smallest size of a binary covering code of radius 1 (see: [15] , [12] ). So, in the symmetric case the minimal dimension of an adequate set with covering code of radius − 1 is equal to ( , 1), the smallest binary covering code of radius 1.
7
Computational complexity.
We consider the number of strategies to be examined to solve the hat problem with players and two colors. Each of the players has 2 possible situations to observe and in each situation there are three possible guesses: white, pass or black. So we have (3 ) possible strategies. Krzywkowski [14] shows that is suffices to examine (3 ) strategies. The adequate set method has to deal with { , , . . , } with 0 ≤ < <. . < ≤ 2 − 1.
The number of strategies is the number of subsets of dimension das of {0,1,…, 2 -1}: 2 .
To get an idea of the power of the adequate set method, we compare the number of strategies (brute force, Krzywkowski and adequate set method): Note: calculations ( <=5) done on a standard laptop; when >=6, the das data are found in [12] .
Overview
The next tables gives an overview of some of the results we got: 
